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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of Problem 
The three events which effect one's life mo15t ~re birth, death, 
and marriage (Blood, 1969). He also states that of the three events, 
marriage alone is the only event with which a person has any influence 
or free choice, because birth and death are beyond his control. 
This desire for some sense of lastinu; influence over life could 
~ c _ ... 
perhaps explain why the practice of marriage re~ins so popular in 
modern society. The 1973 Population Reports (U.S. Bureau of the 
Censu~, ·1973) indicates that 78 per cent of all "fOnten and 72 per cent 
of all men were at that time, or previousl.y had 'Qeen married •.. Bernard 
concludes, in ner book The Future of Marriage (197~, p. 269), ~,th~t 
••• men and women will continue to want intiqcy, they , :; ~ .. · 
will continue tp want the thousand a1td one w•Ys in which-
men and wpmen spare and r~C1-ssure one f,l.llPthe;r. 'They will,: 
continue to want to celeb~ate their mutu,.l.i\J, to exper- · 
ience the n.iystic unity that once.led the ch~fC~ to con-
sider marriage a $Bcrament. They will ther•f~re, as 
far into the fut~re as we can project, conti~ue to 
commit themselves to each other. Th'r$ is hardly any 
probability that such commitments wili disap~ear and 
that all relationships between them will bee~me merely 
casual or transient. 
Problems can be pfrpetuated from gener~:tion to generati9n by 
·failure.in the l!lB,rr~a~e relati~nship, evep tboUg~ the couple is able 
to avoid an ~etµ~l divorce. As LaHaye (196$, p. •> states: 
1 
One of t)le most common causes of emotionally dis-
turbed p~bple today is the average American home. 
Instead ~f exper~encing security-building love 
between ~he:irp~rents, children all to9 often see 
and. feel th~ traumas of hostility, hatred,. and 
animosity between the two people they lpve mostr. 
their mother and father. · 
Goode (1961, p~ 441-442) states tha.t:ip the.apsence of positive 
feelings, coujlles maintain outward signs of marital togetherness. 
. ·. .. ·~ 
Goode li~s called the latter case an "empty .... sh. ell" marriage: 
••• The af,mosphefe is without laughtet:'or ftm, and a 
sullen gioofu pervades the household •. M~mbers do not 
discuss. tr~:ir p?'oblems or experiences with·. each other, 
tr 
and coinnrtpiieatian.is kept to a minim~ •••• Their ration-
alizati~4 for a~?iding a divorce is, ~n the p•rt of 
one or b~th, sacrifice for the childrl;!n, nei~hborhood 
respecta~ility, .and a religious conviction t~tt divorce ,,, 
is. mora .. 14,y wr. onj •••• The hostility in. '.tJ.ch a.· ~~. m. e is great; 
but ar~ents f~cus on the small issues, nqt tP.e large 
on~s. F~cing tl~ latter would, of course, 1,.~ directly 
to separ~ti~~ qr qivorce, but the cou~le h~s ijecided 
that st~ying tog«at;her overrides other values, including I·. . . " . ,. 
each otij•r'~ happiness and the psychological health of 
their cliildren. 
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Since it is clear that marriage will remain as a social institution, 
the question becomes, how can a couple improve their chance of making 
the marriage a sµpc~ss? The problem is Pt'.8"-:1,.ciing young adults with 
knowledge and :insight adequate to make intgJ.iig~nt selection;s in mar-
riage partners •. 
Stinnett (1969) states that though much of the marriage and family 
living literature has emphasized the importance of selecting a marriage 
partner who will best fulfill one's needs, perhaps it is more important 
to a successful marriage that an individual be aware of and seek to 
meet the needs of the mate. According to Satir (1967), one way of 
improving the chances of marital success is by helping the couple 
through counseling, to a better understanding of themselves and each 
3 
other. In speaking of the possibility of this type of counseling, she 
states, "Human beings are limited only by the extent of their know-
ledge, their ways of understanding themselves, and their ability to 
•check out' with others" (1967, p. 97). 
There is a tendency among some couples considering marriage to 
believe that physical attraction and the recitations of vows.fill all 
requirements of a happy m_,~ (Morris, 1960). Others, such as 
Albert (1967, p. 38) ~eport that among college youth in particular, 
" ••• there appears to be a growing regard !t>r the importance of the 
personality traits and character in their choice of a mate.u ::Marital 
competence has been said to be the ability to perform marita:l:roles. 
in such a manner as to fulfill in the mate <HirtAiti important .. needs in-
volved in the *arital r~lationship (Stinnett, l~A9). He also states 
that the Four Basic Needs are: 
(1) love--providing such qualities as affection, admiration, 
optimism, security, and emotional closeness; (2) personality 
fulfillment--helping one's mate to achieve potential and · 
·autonomy, and assisting in the mate• s personality, social, 
and intellectual development; (3) respect~treating one's 
mate as an individual, avoiding.habit~ which annoy mate, 
being a good listener,. and providing eneou~4ge~ent and 
understanding; at!.~ (4) communication•-$tprl~sipg true 
feeling$ tQ one's mate and finding satisfa~tory solutions 
to disaire$ment. · 
As Robb, Bernardoni, and Johnson (1972) point out, prediction 
tests are applied to nunierous life situations, such as success or 
failure in school, emotional stability, individual development, per-
sonal aptitude, individual performance, or intelligence and mental 
ability. While none of these had test results that could be accepted 
as infallible for each individual, all of them are recognized as help-
ful in planning and decision-making (Brown and Thornton, 1971). This 
: : : 
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is also true in the area of predicting marriage success. As Stephens 
indicates in his book Reflections of Marriage (1968, p. 120): 
Using the acturial model, one can also say something 
about the life expectancy of marriages. One cannot 
predict with certainty about a particular marriage. 
Neither can we quote precise odds. However, we do 
have evidence that certain types of people are more 
apt to make successful marriages, are less prone to 
divorce, than are other types. The marital adjust-
ment studies point to numerous signs. If, for a 
certain prospective marriage, the signs are generally 
good, that marriage stands an excellent chance for 
success. If the signs are generally negative, the 
future of that marriage looks bleak. 
A number of marital prediction scales have been developed by re-
searchers such as Burgess, Locke, and Thomas (1963), Locke (1952L 
Burgess and Wallin (1951), and Katz (1963). However, as Bloop. (1969, 
p. 59) points out, most of the items used.Ort the tests are concerned 
with.: 
••• the skill component of success in marriage. For 
example, items deal with happiness of family back-
ground, personal intelligence, education, income, 
religiosity, and sociability. These contribute to 
an individual's marital success, to be sure, but 
they affect his chances of success in marrying 
anyone. They fail to measure the compatibility of 
one particular couple. 
The prediction tests also tend to overlook what might be one very 
important aspect of marital success: the degree of determination to 
make the !'llarriage endure.felt by the individuals. Therefore, it is the 
intention of this investigation, to examine the degree of determination 
among engaged couples to make their marriage relationship endure and to 
relate such determination to various social and psychological factors. 
5 
Purpose of the study 
The purposes for this study are: 
A. To determine the perceptions of individuals who are engaged 
concerning the degree to which they rate their determination 
to make their marriage endure. 
B. To determine the perceptions of individuals who are engaged 
concerning the degree to which they rate their engaged part-
ner 1 s determination to make their marriage endure. 
C. To examine the following specific hypotheses: 
1. There is no significant relationship between the degree 
to which the individual rates his determination to make 
the marriage endure and the degree to which the:individual 
rates his engaged partner's determination to make the 
marriage endure. 
2. There is no significant relationship between the degree to 
which the individual rates his determination to make the 
marriage endure and each of the following variables: 
a. Sex 
~. Degree to which the respondent considers himself to be 
ki'eiigious person 
o. Socio-economic status of the respondent 
..,, 
d. Degree to which.the respondent is satisfied with the 
kind of person he or she is 
e. Degree to which the respohdent rates the happiness of 
his parent's marriage 
(" .. _'·; •, :. :·. 
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3. There is no significant difference in marriage 
prediction scores according to the individual's 
degree of determination to make the marriage endure. 
4. There is no significant difference in marriage pre-
diction scores according to the individual's percep-
tions concerning the fiance(e) 1 s degree of 
determination to make the marriage endure. 
CHAPTER II 
SELECTED REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Lederer and Jackson (196S) state that since his existence in 
ancient primitive society, man has shown a great interest in improving 
his success in the relationship of the family unit. It, however, has 
been in the last 40 years that most of the studies documenting various 
correlates of marital success have been examined (Stephens, 196S). One 
element which would seem to have a great effect on marriage ~uccess, 
but which has not been extensively studied, is that of determination. 
Little research has been done on the value of determination in effec-
tive marital relationships. It is this writer's belief that determin-
ation will greatly effect the outcome of a marriage, either successful 
or failure, by the extent to which a couple will endure hardships in 
the effort to establish effective relationships. Because of .the lack 
of research available on the subject of determination, other.factors 
conducive to good marital relationships will be explored. 
Sporakowski (196S), in tracing the history of marital studies, 
indicates that early research was greatly limited to the meas,ure of 
adjustment in married couples. Bernard (1934) expanded efforts to 
include the assessment of marital adjustment and also predictive 
:functions. 
Traditionally, marital adjustment investigation has determined 
acijustment in one of three ways (Stephens, 196S): (a) ratin&'31 in 
7 
., 
..,, 
which the researcher or acquaintances rate the marriage adjustment and 
success; (b) the use of divorce as a determinant of marriage success, 
assuming that couples still living together will have a greater degree 
of adjustment than couples who have separated; (c) questionnaires, 
which adopt a standard key to scale the degree of success in the rela-
tionship. From these efforts, a series of factors have been discovered 
that tend, in various degrees, to affect marriage success. Stinnett 
and Walters (1975) indicate several factors which they find.to be re-
lated to a successful marriage, and which have served as a basis for 
the review in this research. 
Factors Related To Marriage Success 
Length of Acquaintance 2!. Engagement 
Burgess and Locke (1940, p. 382) state that dating is 11a social 
engagement between two young people with no committment beyond the 
expectation that it will be pleasurable to both." Thus, dating pro-
vides a basis for determining compatibility before becoming emotionally 
involved. The best way to insure marriage success according to Landis 
and Landis (1973), is to increase the period of engagement, because 
this will give the couple a better opportunity to become aware of their 
inner needs and roles. Kirkpatrick (1963) agrees with this statement, 
as does Levinger (1965) and Saxton (1968), who stress that a longer 
acquaintance before marriage will allow the couple a greater opportunity 
to establish effective cormnunication methods, learn what each expects 
from the marriage, and become self-aware of each other's needs and 
values. Albert (1967, p. 40) states that: 
Courtship is a trying-out period. Difficulties that 
arise during this time are often glossed over because 
'we love each other.' But rarely do th,ey disappear · 
after the wedding kiss; they are more likely to grow 
in importance. The longer the courtship, the greater 
the probability that the uniting process will be well-
advanced prior to marriage and will continue after the 
ceremony. 
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Landis (1970) estimates that approximately one fourth of college 
engagements are broken, suggesting that as couples grow in this under-
standing, many tend to separate, and without this time-span of engage-
ment-learning, tne velocity of separation after rna,rriage certainly 
would be much higher. 
;u 
Age At Marriage 
Lasswell (1974, p. 238) states that in 1973, 55 per cent ··Of men 
under 35 were single and 45 per cent of the women were single. This 
trend points to a change in the popular age to marry. What these 
statistics indicate is that currently more young people, particularly 
women, are delaying first marriage, although just as many as ever will 
probably marry eventually. 
According to Lasswell (1974), age itself may not be the critical 
factor so much as the kinds of problems that go with being young and 
married in our society--lack of employment opportunities and,. conse-
q~ently insufficient financial resources; insufficient experience in 
~oping with problems; disapproval, or at least lack of suppo~t, by 
parents and society; and the fact that so many very young couples have 
actually been running away from home or from loneliness. '.- . -
Stephens (1968, p. 119) states that couples could possibly improve 
their chances of marital success simply by waiting a few years before 
10 
getting married, since "as people grow older, their chances of making 
a successful marriage increases." The importance of age is explained 
by Albert (1967, p. 38-46). He states: 
The capacity to withstand frustrations develops with 
maturity. When one 1 s marriage partner fails to live 
up to e::xpectations (which are often unrealistic in 
the beginning), the extra edge of maturity may be 
needed to provide toleration of the other's short-
comings without excessive impatience and disillus-
ionment. 
This far.tor of age a.p'!)ears to be consistertly significant in a 
number of studies (Kirkpatrick, 1963; Burchinal, 1965; Roundtree, 1964; 
and Monahan, 1953). 
Recently, (U~S. Dept. of Commerce, 1972), the age at first marriage 
seems to be going up; and in 1971, the largest number of persons under 
. ' . 
35 years of age remained single since the turn of the century. From 
the standpoint o:f sta'Qility of the marriage, then, men who marry be• 
tween the ages or 27 and 31 and women who marry at about 25 seem to 
have waited long'·enough to maximize their chances at a durable.relation-
Ship (U~S. Dept. of C~mmerce, 1970). 
Getting married.in the teen years, according to Lasswell'.(1974), 
is unquestionably the, worst time to marry, rtot only in terms .. of stabil-
ity of the marriagec; put in terms of the t~ported satisfaction which 
the marriage brings tq the couple. Coupl;~~- who marry in their teen 
years rate their ~a.rd.age as significantly less satisfactory than do 
those who were mar:rie4 later. It may not b~ the age itself that is the 
critical factor but.the fact that late marr~age is associated with more 
edµcation, better. fin~cial conditions, more social and familial approv-
al, and higher soc:j.al class. The studies ~f Terman (1938), Burgess 
and Cottrell (1939), •nd Landis and Landi• (1958), support the 
11 
generalization that there is a greater probability of unhappiness in 
marriages contracted at an early age. These studies are in accordance 
with the more recent study done by Landis and Landis (1968, p. 121) 
who state that "all the studies show that the chances for happiness in 
marriage are less when men marry before the age of 20 and when women 
m11rry before the age of 18. ff 
~ ..... " 
H~ppiness of Parent's Marriage 
In their proposed book Together In·Marriage And The Family (1975), 
Stinnett and Walters state that the one element which seems most 
strongly related to marriage success is the happiness in the marriage 
of the parents. Landis (1963) states that children from happily 
married parents have self-evaluations which make it easier for them to 
establish positive associations with the other sex than have children 
from unhappy marriages. Landis found that children from unhappy mar-
riages had greater difficulty in ma.king friends with the other sex in 
early adolescence, and they tended to have less confidence in associa-
ting with the other sex than was true of children from happy.marriages. 
Stinnett and Walters (1975) also state that if the parents of .. an indivi-
dual were happily married, he or she is statistically more likely to 
have a happy marriage, and less likely to become separated or divorced. 
Op. the other hand, if one's parents were unhappy or divorced, the sta-
tistical probability of his experiencing an unhappy marriage, or.becom-
ing divorced, is greater. While Stephens (1968) does not indicate that 
parental happiness is this important, he does agree that it plays an 
im,portant part in the marriage success. 
12 
Personal Childhood Happiness 
In his book The Individual, Marriage, and the Family, Saxton (1968, 
p. 210) states that 11major studies since 1937 have agreed that a per-
son's background is the single most important factor determining marital 
success." The person most likely to have a successful marriage has the 
following background characteristics: (a) parents who are happy in 
their marriage; (b) a happy childhood; (c) lack of conflict with the 
~other; (d) home discipline that was firm, but not harsh; '(e) a.strong 
attachment to the mother; (f.) parental frankness about sex; (g.) .. infre-
,,; 
quency and mildne.ss of. childhood punishment; (h) lack of conflict with 
'the father; and, (i) attitudes toward sex that are anticipatory and free 
t~~m-disgust or aversion (Saxton, 1968). 
Reason For Marriage 
.. 
Kirkpatrick (1963) reports that entering marriage because of love 
or corrunon int,rests are positively related to l~ter marriage,§,#ctess 
a,ti(f happiness. Murstein (1967) states th2at couples with more··'su6cessful 
~rriages chose each other on the basis ofi·:role coiit:Patibility as seen 
by the respecti,fe meni..bers of the couples (i~terper~eptions) and as 
viewed by one member alone (intraperception$). On the other, ;:;b.and, ... 
1 ; ~ .. .. 1 ' 
Landis (1970) points out the danger of marrying for the wro~g~~ea~ons. 
The desire to escape a,n unhappy home situation,_ to. fill a pe:rsonal need 
fRr, affection, to 9vercome loneliness, toohurt someone, or because of 
pregnancy, all El.:t:e.rolated to lower degret;s of marital success . 
.. ~ :. 
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Determination 
Determination has two aspects according to Blood (1969): commit-
ting oneself to the person even if a more intriguing one turns up later, 
and applying skill and effort to the marital success. The importance 
of skill development is seconded by Folkman and Clatworthy (1970), who 
stress that a major determinant of marital success is the couple decid-
ing that the marriage merits the effort required to learn how to live 
together. Brown and Thornton (1971) point out in their discussion of 
predictive testing, that one weakness of such instruments is .. their in-
ability to assess the degree or quality of the individual's motivation. 
This influence of motivation would also play an important part: in the 
role of marriage. Religious concepts often play an important part in 
the degree of this determination, both to succeed and to strive for 
correction of differences and problems (Thompson, in Mead, 19~8). How-
eyer, the decision as to the permanence of the relationship must be 
faced by every couple (Blood, 1969). 
Flexibility 
Folkman and Clatworthy (1970) describes flexibility as the couple 
accommodating themselves to the kind of life they both want to live. 
Several studies comparing happily and unhappily married persons indicate 
that this ability to give or to change, plays an important part in the 
marriage success (Landis and Landis, 1973). Satir (1972) indicates that 
one goal for a family is to develop an "open system" which can flexibly 
- -
adapt to forc~s (both from within and outside the family) that result 
in the need for new and different relatioµsnips. All of the.individual 
14 
needs and wishes of each marriage partner cannot be met in marriage, 
and the success of the relationship requires a recognition that life 
always offers both compensation and disappointment, and a practice of 
compromise and flexibility (Landis and Landis, 1968). 
Love 
The concept of love has been over-used and under-defined in much 
or··modern society according to La.Haye (1968). There has beeri.,.a. ten~ 
dency to equate love with "ringing bells" or a "tingle", andcitQ assume 
that a lack of these manifestat::i,ons means an absence of love. In The 
IDcorcist (Blatty, 1"971, p. 370), the old p;riest, Father Mer~in·· states 
to·, his, 1"ounger acquaint~ce, Father Karra$, "How many husban!'.3.s~.and wives 
must believe they have fallen out of love because their hearts.no longer 
race at.the sight of their belovedJH 
Several have attempted to correct this misconception by defining 
lqve ~sit effects_relationships in life $.iid .. :l..n marriage. F-olkmanand 
' 
CJ,.atwori;.hy (1970, p, JS) state that love is " ••.• the overwhelming-.concern 
~ .r . . .·. . . . . '. . .. . -~· } ··., . . ·. ,_, r·· ~- . , 
of one person for the other." Landis and i.andis (1968, p. 112) .. expand r :_; .""·· .. '·. · .. 
the concept and indicate: 
~. . . :,.; . . . . . ' . 
You love a person if his well-being, his growth . 
toward his greitest po.tential .in all facets of his 
personality, mat~srstoyou as much aa your own, 
probably not mor~, but as much. 
Love aiso involves the aspects of sexuality and the desire to give and 
receive<physical pleaaure. As Udry (1966, p. 199) states, love contains 
;,: •• a ~trong emotiona+ attachment, with at least the components of sex 
desire and tenderness. 11 
Perhaps the best known description of love is that found in the 
Bible: 
Love is very patient and kind, never jealous or 
envious, never boastful or proud, never haughty 
or selfish or rude. Love does not demand its own 
way. It is not irritable or touchy. It does not 
hold grudges and will hardly even notice when others 
do it wrong. It is never glad about injustice, but 
rejoices whenever truth wins out. 
If you love someone you will be loyal to him no 
matter wh~t the cost. You will always believe in 
him, alway~ e:xpeet the best of him, and always 
stand your ground in defending him •••• Love goes 
on.forever. {I Corinthians 13: 4-8, Taylor, The 
Living New Testament, 1967) · -
Jacobi (1953) states that love and power are said to be closely 
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interacting: where love rules, there is no will power, and where power 
.. 
predominates, iove is lacking. Hieger and Troll (1973) state that young 
~dults place ~ ~reat yalue on romantic lov~ in mate selection, more so 
than did their parents and grandparents. They state that romantic love 
is used more as .the basis for spouse selection than the more practical 
cz:;iterla, such as shared values and interests,· homogamy of religious 
backgr0und, fj,.nari.cial stability in marriage, and sexual compatibility. 
Mace (1974) states that it is in the family that we learn to love and 
to be loved, and thµs to be friendly and cooperative; or learn to hate 
and to exploit o~ners, and thus to be aggre~sive and acquisitive. At 
the core of the family is the marriage relationship and the success or 
failure of the family finally depends on t,he success or failure of the 
marriage. 
Emotional Maturity 
Emotional. Maturity involves an awareness of one's own needs and 
Values, and an awareness of the needs and values of other people and 
society at large (Saxton, 1968). Landis and Landis (1968~ p. 114) 
state: 
Emotional, maturity can be defined as the level of 
development of one's ability to see oneself. and 
oth.ers objective1;r, to be able to discrililinate 
between facts and feelings, and to act on. facts 
rather than feelings. 
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Stein (i972:p. 280), in his presentation of qualities that contri-
bute to marriage success has stated: There is evidence that the follow-
ing qua.l,ities contribute to marriage success: (a) being empathic; (b) 
hi;l.ving.:lnner r~s9ure~$ to enjoy oneself; (c) haying the capacity to con-
~ . 
front and resolve.differences; or else to ~llow the other to.be differ-
ent; (d) having the courage to share all of oneself; (e) being appropri-
' . 
a.~ely other-centered; (f) having the security to tolerate suggestions 
an~ at :times c~it:icism~;. (g) having the i~c~inatio~ to help th~ other 
~ctualize himse19·a,nd (h) being able to engage.in meaningful nondefen-
si ve communication. ' .. 
Role Expectations1 
It was discovered by Stinnett and waiters (1975) that a great deal 
of marital conflict, .. ~d personal dissati!llfaction wi:th marri~!J, .is 
caused by one mat~ having very different intentions and e}Cpectations 
for himself and the marital relationship tnan that held by his partner, 
There is some question how much effect roles have on marriage 
success, since some findings indicate little consistency on role-desire 
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over a passage of time, and it appears that role practices change w:i..th 
maturity (Udry, 1966). However, evidence exists that marriage success 
is. nega~ively affected by extreme incompatibility in what roles the 
eouple expect themselves and each other to play (Burr, 1971). 
Clements (1967) states that an important variable related to 
marital, stability is an awareness of the effect of one's beharlor· on 
~ :. ·. ~ 
9I1e 1 s spouse. studies. investigating the relation of marit~ ib.teraction 
• • ~ ~.·· < • • " •• • ' '.. - • -· • ,· 
~9 marital satisfaction has suggested that :marital interacti.ons wh].ch 
satisfy personal needs may occur most often: in well-adjusted.marriages 
,.• 
(Winch, 1958; Winch and Ktsanes, 1954). ,,L. .- ._ .... : Accuracy of mari tal,_~role per-
. . . 
ception, a.nd similarity of conceptual structtires; have also ~een.related 
::·. 
to marital satisfactfqn (Luckey, 1960; Tha.I-j,,, 1963; Stuckert; ·1963~:~'.and 
K~t~, 1965). ·clem~nts·. (1967) states that. t}le husband's role.,.,def;Lnftions 
aIJ.d expectations ma,Y be more important to ih~:. ~arly s~ccess ·h~"a"'.marriage 
than the wire•s. ... ·"'.; . ·. t ' .• '. ... · A greater proportion of ~h~ ".'Oman 1 s life is -i'aiaily-
related. 
' • • ·, • • ~ -~ .. ,· • . '. .' • • . ! j.. . . .. . .•• 
Since.our culture tends to define her role as cente~ing around 
. . . :· ; ' . .... . .. : . 
her family,. the::e may\·be greater pressure,o~ her to develop an:accomo-
d~tive pattern in rel~tion to other members. of the family. A#) Luckey 
(15160,, p. 156-157) pCiints out, if it is th~· wife Who must mal(e"~he· . 
~f~~ter adjustment in marriage, "· •• it is ~~{th~ benefit of the relii!-tion-
ship if she knows .W.h~t she is adjusting tol" •. If sne sees thei~.bu~band 
as he sees himself, she is better able to ihake adjustments which bring 
n,iore satisfaci;;io:q totne marriage. 
According tG Stuckert (1963), family adjustment may be gr,eatly 
~ffected by the extent to which the husband and wife are orie~ted toward 
both actual and poten,tial role changes. 'Wl'.lether or not a marital .part-
ner responds consistently with the expectations of the other depends on 
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his own preformed concept of his role, his own expectations regarding 
the reciprocal role of his spouse, his perception of his mate 1 s expec-
tations of him, and the degree of correspondence between the two sets 
of role concepts and expectations. If these role concepts are similar, 
communication is easier and the relationship existing between the mar-
~:i.~ge partners is more satisfactory to both;; If role perceptign ia-
~ ·, . . . 
accurate, each partner is better able to anticipate the oth~~·s· f.eelings 
a.nd gear his own responses to the expectations of the other (Stuckert, 
1963). 
Mutstein (197'.L) discovered these tra~ts in a sthdy of ctjuplef:t:"(ho 
were "going steady" or were engaged: (a): perso~s be~ame enga,r;~.d t~ 
.. 
p.irtners of similar; degree of self-ideal-s,lf acceptance; (hf. the per-
qeptiort of the pa.r~nE!li- as similar .or diff~rent depends on the. degree of 
self-acceptatjce; · ( c) ·persons of low self-acceptance marry those whom 
they perceive as le~s .desirable; and (d) po:rce:j:ved role fit pet.ween. 
perception of fiance ( e) and ideal spouse irdii. b19 sigriificantl;.;y.'..grea..ter 
than ·actual role-fit (self-perception by on~ partner. and ideal '.1 spo'\.\se 
d~sired by the oth~r. ·partner). 
Three sources of an individual's expectations for his o:t:. her, roles 
in faJX!ily life hav~ been identified 0 (Udry,, '.l.966) •. They are:, (a~,. ~pn­
cepts. developed· wriile a child, by watching:, adul,j:.s that the cmild. !¢tels 
a;r:-e significant,; .. (b) Ifl&SS media; and (c) iziteraction,s and pr.acticea.,that 
- '"·,!• 
devel?P during the marriage itself. 
Compatibility 
Compatibil,ity i~ defined as the exte:qt to. which a couple's intrin-
sic characteristics fit together (Blood, 1969:iP• ,37). In the area of 
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compatibility, two positions exist in research: (a) the theory of 
11heterogamy11 , which asserts that people tend to marry individuals who 
are different or opposite to themselves, and (b) the theory of "homo-
gamy", in which persons select mates who have characteristics similar 
to their own (Holtz, 1968). 
The Ktsanes sum up this position in their article 11Do Opposites 
Attract, Or Does Like Marry Like?" (Cavin, 1969), by stating that 
people love and tend to marry those who fulfill their needs. Therefore, 
the marriage success would be affected by the degree to which the in-
trinsic needs of each individual (whether thos~ needs are homogamous or 
h~terogamous) fit with the characteristics of the marriage partner 
(Blood, 1969). Blazer (1963) supports this theory by stating., that 
people who have similar relative strengths on the same or siffiilar needs 
tend to marry, and t~at there is some association between increasing 
similarity of neeq. patterns and greater mar~tal'happiness. 
-
Relationship Factors 
Evidence exists that marriage happiness re1;1ults from a fiilfilling 
relationship between the husband and wife (liicks and Platt, 1970). 
Couples who are invol~ed in the marriage experiences and with each 
other, judge their marriage to be happier than those who have little 
involvement in the rela.tionship (Gurion, Beroff, and Feld, 1960). In 
two studies of American marriages, it.was found that the desi~e for. 
companionship is strongly related to maritaJ_ adjustment (Blo~d and 
Wolfe, 1960a; Kirkpatrick, 1937). 
It has been suggested that the level of a:nxiety between two persons 
ia,.J.he determining factor in selection of marriage partners and the 
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ultimate succ·ess of the marriage. Individuals are able to come close 
t6.one another and stay close when the level of anxiety of one person 
is either reduced or not responded to by the other (Anonymous, 1969). 
Symonds (1970) agrees with .. this .position.. and states that the:'success of 
a marriage depends on the interaction of th~ personalities of the par-
tners. . According to Morse, traits important te marital sue cess are: 
relatively frequent expreseions of affection, joint affection, and sub-
Itission~ ., .... · 
Partners who.ezj)erience high satisfaction of their n~ds.in.m.ar­
riage, as compared with those whose satisfaction ie low are:. (a) more 
favorable in describing spouse; (b) m.ore aoceptant of the spouse.is 
suggestions when m~ing judgment.s3. (c) better able to coordiiiate their 
own motor responses With those of the spouse; and (d) more lik~ly to 
c~nf'ide in the• spo~se .{Katz, Goldston, Coh~~' and Stucker, 1Q6.3) •. On 
. I .,, .· 
the other hand{ a st~d~ by: Matthews and MiU1anovich (1963), io~nd that 
unhappily marri~d individuals felt they~ '(a) were neglected,'. PY their 
'·. 
m~~es, and (b) repei1'.~d little appreciati¢:p~ agection, companionship, 
()r understanding 'from their mates. 
Marital Attitudes ___ , . 
Holoubek and ,;Holoubek (1973) state their ·belier that cquples .. would 
~~ve more chances' of a successful marriag?_if tb.ey attended ,..premarital 
,r.; . . .. 
c9unsel,ing program~ Statistically, their chances of making their mar-
,··: > '; 
riage successful would be much higher. Premarital counseling has as its 
chief purpose to help ea.ch engaged person to think seriously of marriage 
and to realize that adjustment of themselves to marriage and to ea.ch 
other implies effort. 
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Stinnett and Walters (1975) listed the attitudes which research 
has identified as resulting in marital dissatisfaction: (a) extreme 
jealousy; (b) one partner more dominant than the other; (c) one mate 
feeling superior to the other; or (d) one partner believing he is more 
intelligent than the other. The research studies concur that the most 
successful marriages have partners that display equalitarian and demo-
cratic attitudes toward each other. 
Relationships With, Inlaws 
In a study done by Inselberg (1964), ft was found that couples 
considered to be married successfully indicated a very high d!egree of 
closeness witnin a f~ly, democratic practices, favorable relationships 
with one's inla'.ws or parental family, hopefulness, satisfactory sexual 
adjustment, and generalized satisfaction with married life. 
The relation.s.!lip between the couples' and th~i;r ;inlaws often affect 
the success.t'.h"y feel in their marriage (Williamson, 1972). studies 
generally ~n¢i.cate tnat if the relationship.with the inlaws are goodll 
then the mar:riag~ is more likely to be identified as successful (Flornen-
haft and Kaplan~ J.96$~Karma, 1973)ll while problems with inlaws may 
shift to problems Within the marital couple ("$£;tnnett and Walters, 1975; 
Landis and .Landis, 1963). 
Common Interests 
Kirkpatrick .(19p3) found that couples With cofnmon interests tend 
to rate a higher satisfaction to their marriag~. Glenn and Keir (1971) 
state that connnon interests are conducive t6 stability of marriages. 
Saxton (1968) reports studies on the effects of mutual interests in 
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marriag.e succ.e.ss. He st.ates .. that. mutual intere.s.ts .. in. the home, chil-
dren, romantic love, sex,. and religion,. a.J.,.ong_wi.th .. .a.. la.ck £! interest 
in good times, commercial entertainment, and ... companionship to avoid 
loneliness, highly correlate with. succ.ess .. in. marriage ........ The. s.tudy points 
out that possessing a shared.interest in leisure activities has no cor-
relation with marital happiness. 
Cultural Backgrounds 
Research tends to agree that similar cultural backgrounds such as 
education, socioeconomic level, race and nationality, are positively 
.: ~- .. 
related to marriage success (Stinnett and wltl.ters, 1975). Hicks and 
Platt (1970) also p~f~t out that great differenc~s"betw~en the·couple 
in these area$ a.r~·often associated with marriage failure. Barry (1970) 
states that b~ckground. and personality fac~ors :i,,:i;i husbands, not in 
wives, are associated with marital "succe~~.~ The "healthier" the 
husband's p~rsona.l.~ty, the more capable he :L~ of beil'l.g emotionally sup-
. ' ' . . ' . . ·~ . .. 
porti ve and 'thus 'tfl_e: ie ss likely is severe ,and .. tj.estructi ve conflict. 
"Bumpass and Sweet (i972) st~te that differ.~nces in marital stability 
.. ~ ,. . .... 
by education ._ppear largely attributable t,i;>, Q.ifferences in age at mar-
riage by education. On the other hand, tho amount of the husband's 
education is higher for durable than for di13solved marriages. This is 
indicated by data reported by Glick (1957), Monah•n (1961), and by the 
U.S. Census Reports.(1953 and 1957). 
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Children 
Kirkpatrick (1963) states that having a desire for children relates 
to marital satisfaction, but according to Udry (1966), research has dis-
covered no reliable relationship between the presence or absence of 
children and marital adjustment. As Stinnett and Walters (1975) indi-
cate, research in general indicates that for some couples the responsi-
bility.of rearing children is associated with decreased marriage 
satisfaction, while for other couples, rearing of children relates to, 
and is associated, with increased marriage satisfaction. 
There is evidence that having children before they are desir.ed 
tends to be associ~ted with poor marital adJustment, and there is also 
some suggestion that close spacing of childfen increases marital fric-
tion (Arasteh, 1971). Dyer (1963) states'tliat the degree to which the 
advent of the first child represents a crisis event appears to be re-
-:': 
lated to: (a) the state of the marriage and family organization at the 
birth of the first child; (b) the couple's pr~paration for marriage and 
parenthood; (c) the couple's marital adjustment after the birth of the 
child; and (d) certain social background and. situational variables such 
as the number of years marriedj planned parenthood, and the age of the 
child. 
In the study by Luckey and Bain (1970) of couples who rated them:.. 
selves as satisfied and unsatisfied in their marri~ges, the following 
results were obti:P.ned: In the 11satisfied" group, companionship was 
found to be very strong, whereas in the "Yri.satisf:j_ed" group it was 
found that children constituted the main and usually the only source of 
marital satisfaction. It is a plausible assumption that couples who 
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feel that children are the main source of satisfaction in a marriage 
will have, or at least desire, more children than couples who do not 
feel this way (Heath, Roper, and King, 1974). They also found that be-
lief in children as contributors to marital stability was significantly 
related to ideal family size and expected family size. 
Simmel's role theory suggests that with the shift from dyad to 
triad there is a disruption of affection arid intimacy. The third mem-
ber is seen as an· .intruder. 
Viewed in this conceptual system, maz:;ried. couples find the 
transition to.parenthood painful becatls¢ th~ arrival of the 
first child d~stroys the two person 6r pair-pattern of group 
interaction.·· and fprces a rapid reorga.ili:ization of their life 
into a three-person or triangle group.system. Due to the 
fact that. their courtship and pre-par(!rnthood pair relation-
ship has persisted over the years, tq'y find it difficult 
to give it up as-a way of life. In a~d;tion, however, they 
find that liVing as a trio is more complicated than liVing 
as a pair. '.I'he husband, for example, .no longer ranks first 
in claims upon bis wife but must accept the ~bild 1 s right 
to priority. . I~ some cases, the hus'q~~ i:na.y .feel .that he 
is the semi-isolate •••• In other case$; tbe wife may feel 
that her hqsl:;>and is more interested :i,n the baby than in 
her (LeMasters~ 1957, pp. 354-355). · · ·· 
It is likely, according to Russell (1974), that the stresses and 
opportunities brought about by the entry of the baby into the family 
! 
has some influence upon his parents• marit8.l. adjustment. It is also 
possible that superior marital adjustment·oo:ritribute to experiencing 
less crisis :i.n a.ss~ng the parenthood ro:i::~ for the.first time. The 
items found most distressing to first-time ... pa.rents were fatigue, loss 
of figure, money, and inlaw problems. Rollins and Feldman (1970) and 
Renee (1970} report a pattern of marital satisfaction over the life 
cycle: More relevant to adapting to the fir$t year of parenthood may 
be (1) a pattern o~.communication which ha~ resulted in effective 
·-':· 
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family planning and.high maritaL.adju.stment; (2) high commitment to the 
parenthood role; and (3) go.ad maternal health and a calm, nonproblematic 
baby. 
Studies.which.used exclusively middle..,,.class respondents (LeMasters, 
1957; Dyer, 1963; Beauchamp.,.1969) reported higher crisis scor19s than 
studies which drew upon a more representative sample (Hobbs, ·1965 and 
1968; Russell, 1974). · This would suggest that social class is posi-
tively related to stress during the transition to parenthood. Yet 
n~ither Hobbs nor Russell found this true within their samples. Data 
from Russeli 1 s·study (1974} do suggest however, that middle-class par-
ents may experience fewer gratifications from th$ initial experience of 
parenthood th~ loWer-class parents. 
Communication 
All marital conflict will not be.eliriiinated by communication. A 
certain amount of conflict is present in $.nydlose relationship, as is 
pointed out B;i Walters, Park'9r, and Stinrnftt (1972). · However, Nevran 
. '. ·' ·-
(1967), indicates that couples who judge tnemselvla·to be happily mar-
ried, do tend to be more effective in thei~ coinmunication processes than 
unhappily m~rried'couples, and as is sta.tEid:tri'The.Christian and the 
Changing Family (Disciples of Christ, 197.3), a lack of communication 
within the family often results in its exp\trienci~g a lack of vit;ility 
and in many cases br~aking apart. Satir Ci972) ranks the development 
of adequate communication patterns as one.of .tbe more important abili-
ties that a family must learn for adequate success in their relation-
ships. 
Stuart (1969) states that successful marriages can be differenti-
ated from unsuccessful marriages by the frequency and range of recipro-
cal positive reinforcements exchanged by both partners. Jones (1969) 
states that in creative relationships, each spouse has a strong sense 
of personal identity, and each seeks intimacy with the other. These 
couples always have an active dialogue, see each other as allies, and 
respect each other's autonomy. A sense of individual identity provides 
a husband and wife with the capacity to engage in dialogue. Scrutiny 
of the communication in good relationships reveals the involvement of 
the couple in an ongoing, flexible dialogue. 
Income 
Income has a greater effect on marriage than either education or 
occupation, as observed by Cutright (1971). · Hicks and Platt (1970) and 
Saxton (1968) stress that economic stability is the key, whatever the 
actual earning level might be. 
Locke (1951), in his comparison between happily married and divor-
ced spouses, found that an income 11adequate for the needs of the familytt 
lessened the likelihood of divorce. Burgess and Cottrell (1939) also 
found a moderate positive relationship. Wheh wide ranges of income and 
marital satisfaction are considered, as in studies of the entire U.S. 
population by the Census, there is a clear imtez's~ correlation betwe,en 
income and divorced status, and even more between income and separated 
status. 
·Financial management is a major source of conflict and adjustment 
with persons at every income level. Stinnett and Walters (1975) indi-
cate that the possibility for disagreement often arises over how the 
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money is to be spent. A failure on the part of the couple to coordinate 
their life interests, goals, and purposes increases the level of dis-
agreement and results in greater diss•tisf~ctibn. 
Occupation 
Numerous studies have shown that divorce proneness is also inverse-
ly related to husband 1 s occupational rank. Thus, Goode .(1956), Kephart 
(1955), Monahan (1955), and Weeks (1943) have each shown that couples 
in which the husband's occupation ranks high'have less divorce proneness 
~ '. \ 
than those where it ranks low. Part of this resultmay be attributed 
to the contribll,tion;_of income, another part :to the higher prestige of 
the professions ap.dn1anagerial positions. ' ' · 
"·; 
As Saxton (1968) points out, the impo~tant thing for marital sta-
bili ty is that there be an adequate degree ~of vocatio_nal preparedness, 
in whatever area one chooses, and a lack of vocat:i.onal ability can 
create numerous.-:p~~:il:>;ll'mB in the marriage •.. Studies have shown various 
other factors to.be involved, such as (a) the level of income (Bernard, 
1966); (b) job satisfaction (Ridley, 1973);. (c) the degree of involve-
ment in the work (Ridley; 1973); and (d) ~mp:)..oyment of the wife outside 
of the home (Axelson, 1963; Orden and Bradburn, "l 969). 
Religious Involvement 
Stinnett and Walters (1975) stress th~t a positive association be-
tween religious involvement and m~rriage ~cceas has been indicated in 
numerous studies during the last 40 years. They state that couples who 
have strong religious belief and participation, t•nd to have less divorc~ 
and experience a higher rate of marriage success and happiness, than 
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those with little religious orientation. Many studies have linked mar-
ital adjustment to similarity of religious preference--particularly 
Chancellor and Monahan (1955), Landis (1949), Monahan and Chancellor 
(1955), Monahan and Kephart (1954), and Weeks (1943). Burgess and 
Wallin (1953) noted that frequency of broken engagements was lower for 
same-faith couples. 
Some investigators indicate that this factor might not be due as 
much to the religious· aspect as to the fadt that religious people tend 
to be conventional. And generally, conventional people " ••• are less 
willing to seek divorce, and less able to face the truth about their 
marriages when they take marital adjustment teststt (Stephens, 1968, p. 
129). However, much research does indicate that religious beliefs and 
the strengths that d~velop through those l)~liefs, have a positive asso-
ciation with marriage success (Stinnett apd Walters, 1975). 
Comfortableness 
The degree of personal cornfortablenefla withi.p, the couple may play 
an important part:1n the marriage relationehip.. Research by Hindman 
I 
(1972) indicates that this aspect of comfortableness has an effect on 
many of man's personal involvements, and 11• ·• ~·appears to be an extremely 
important factor irtvolved in mate selection.ind. marriage success11 
(Hindman, 1972, P•. 3}. For example, the ma~riage pitrtner may fail to 
meet completely the needs of his mate (Lanqis and Landis, 1968). Bur-
gess and Locke (1963, p. 439) state that "IJ!.'-rriage satisfaction appears 
to be a resultant of the correspondence between the actual and the ex-
pected or a compariso~ of the actual relat~onship with the alternative, 
if the present relationships were terminattQ.. ti . Likewise, Blood and 
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Wol.fe (1960b, p. 102) state that t}?.e 11wife.• s marital satisfaction is 
computed by weighting her reported satisfaction with standard of living, 
companionship, understanding, and love and affection (plus the congruity 
of her expected and desired number of children), by the comparative im-
portance she attaches to each of these five aspects of marriage." 
Thus, the concept of comfortableness would indicate th•t the fail-
ure of having needs met would be of secondary importance, as long as 
the individual was comfortable in the situation. This concept of com-
fortableness was substantiated in a study done by Haun (1974), who 
found a positive relationship between comfortableness and marriage pre-
diction scores. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
Selection of SUbjects 
The subjects for this study consisted of 143 couples who had pub-
lically announced their engagement and future plans to marry. Eleven 
additional questionnaires were returned by individuals, but were not 
used in the study, since one member of the couple (usually the male) 
failed to return his completed cepy. 
Names of couples in the study were selected by examining the 
Women's or Social Sections of 71 local Oklahoma newspapers, printed over 
approximately a five week period in the spring of 1974. The newspapers 
selected for examination included all that are received in the Depart-
ment of Journalism and the Office of Public Information at Oklahoma 
State University, and compose approximately 30 per cent of the total 
number of 264 newspapers printed within the state of Oklahoma (Weis, 
1973). (See Appendix A for a listing of the newspapers used in the 
sample selection.) 
~ 
Every couple in the newspaper were included in the sample unless 
no address for the couple, or at least one of the parents, was given. 
From the engagement announcements, a total of 510 couples were located 
and a contact attempted by letter. Of the number contacted, question-
naires were completed and returned from 29 per cent. 
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One hundred and fifteen of the selecte.d couples did not have a 
complete address given in their engagement announcement. Rather, the 
address would be listed simply as: Miss Stormy Brooks, tentral State 
University, Edmond, Oklahoma, or: Miss Stormy Brooks, Enid, Oklahoma. 
The decision was made to include these couples even though the address 
might be inadequate. Bulk mailing was used to distribute the question-
naires, which meant that the letter would not be forwarded if the ad-
dress was lacking essential information. s~veral l.etters were returned 
to us as und~li.veZ.able (though this is not/the.usual post office policy). 
Therefore, it is probable that some of th~\~'.liestiohrtaires sent out did 
not reach their d~stination at all. With this in mind, the percentage 
of return was probably actually higher tha~ the :29 per cent. 
The deciliPn wad made to avoid an att~lJIPtedfollow-up of the non-
returned que.~tioµnaires. This deciSion w$.s, re~che4' for several reasons: 
(a) It was the feeli~g of the researcher th$.t ·i.f the: original letters 
were undelivefed 'p~caµ~e of an incomplete-~ddress, a follow-;up with the 
same address woul4·o~ futile, (b) a num.ber"ibf ~h~ tngaged couples were 
planning spririg wedditigs. It was felt that if.the 6ouple were unwilling 
·. ,. 
to complete the .f:irst'questionnaire maile4, th•~- tbe chances were great 
that they would also :l.grtore a second lett~r,_ arriv:if.lg even closer to th~ 
wedding date.and the hectic last-minute arr,~g,•ents, (c) and finally, 
the decision was ma.de that a failure to r.~tµrn. ~: qµestionnaire could 
very well be aue to wedding preoccupation.~r.lac;k ~!postal delivery 
rather than any eff~ciing bias. 
. ~~-. 
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Instrument 
The questionnaire used in this research was developed in a previous 
study (Haun, 1974), and consisted of three sections (See Appendix B for 
a sample of the questionnaire form used). The first part of the ques-
, tionnaire was designed to obtain background information such as age, 
religious preference, and social class. The McGuire-White Index of 
Social Status (1955) was used to determine the level of social class. 
This index uses source of income, occupati~ri ~nd education as indicators 
of social status~ 
The second section of the questionnaire used in the analysis of 
data in this study consisted of questions concerning respondent's per-
ception of his/her own perception of deterlnination to make their mar-
riage endure. It'a.lso included the individual's rating of his partner's 
perception of determination to make the marriage endure. 
Questions aQ.~ptedfrom the Marriage Pr,diction Scale, developed by 
' 
Burgess (Burgess, Locke, and Thomas, 1963),.~as also included in the 
' ,·, ·, ,' 
questionnaire. ,.P:redictive factors of six m.ajor •studies published in 
the area of marriage and family life were used ~s ~ basis for the 
scale. 
Reliability and validity of th~ Burgess Scale was established by: 
(a) a longevity study of 85 per cent o:f the Stigtnal subjects. This 
included a Marital Adjustment Scale administered to 666 of the 784 
original subjects approximately three years after t,he marriage'~ A cor-
relation was obtained by Burgess between thb marital-adjustment and the 
engagement-prediction scores of .41 for women a~d· .43 for men. (b) 
Additional personal information was secured at the time o:f securing the 
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engagement data, including interviews with 226 of the couples. Later, 
30 judges forecasted the probability of marriage success for each couple 
using a 14-point scale. A correlation score of .39 for women and .42 
for men was found in the marital-adjustment study three years after 
marriage, which was almost the same as those secured from the engage-
' 
ment-prediction scores. The following statement sums up Burgess' pre-
sentation of the value of his study (1963, p. 331), "These studies ••• 
indicate that th~ level of marital adjust~ertt at a later time can be 
predicted with considerable accuracy from'data·secured during engage-
ment or marriage. 11 
Analysis of the Data 
A percentage and frequency count was used to analyze background 
information obtained in the returned questionn&ires. The chi-square 
test was used_to examine the following hypotheses: 
1. There i~ no significant rela.tion~hip bet.ween the degree to 
which the individual rates his d~t,rinination to make the mar-
riage endu:re and the degree to which the individual rates his 
engaged partrier•s determination 1'~ ~C!-ke the marriage endure. 
2. Ther' is no significant relation~~ip betw•en the degree to 
which the individual rates his d~rt.¢rminfA.tion to make the mar-
riage endure and each of the fol~~wipg ~ariables: 
a. Sex, . 
b. Degree to which the responde~~ considers himself to be a 
religiou~ person, 
c. Socio-economic status of the respondent, 
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d. Degree to which the respondent is satisfied with the kind 
of person he or she is, and 
e. Degree to which the respondent rates the happiness of his 
parents• marriage. 
The one-way analysis of variance was used to anaJ.yze the following 
hypotheses: 
1. There is no significant difference in marriage prediction 
scores according to the individuaJ.•s degree of determination 
to make the marriage endure. 
2. There is no significant difference in marriage prediction 
scores according to the individual's perceptions concerning 
the fiance(e) 1s degree of determination to make the marriage 
endure. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Description of Subjects 
.I 
A detailed description of the 286 subjects who participated in this 
study is presented in Table I. Fifty-one per cent of the respondents 
were female, and 49 per cent were male. Ages of the respondents ranged 
from 14 to over 29, with the largest number (59.32%) falling in the 
23-24 year category. The smallest group, less than 1 per cent of the 
respondents, were under age 17, while the greater majority, 71. 78 per 
cent, were between the ages of 19-24. 
The majority oft.he subjects (47.90%), consid49red themselves to be 
moderately re],.igious~ Thirty-five per cent of the respondents indicated 
that they attended .. ch.U.rch services four or tn0re times a month. Twenty-
four per cent reported that they usually did not attend at all, as com-
pared to 5.94 per cent who indicated that religion was unimportant in 
their lives. 
An engagement.period of between six /iJrrtd.l.l.m.onths in length was 
reported by the greatest proportion of the ~ample (45.96%). An engage-
ment of a year or more was reported by 18 '"ff cent. 
The social level. of the sample was pt~dornin~tely middle class 
(79.30%). The majority of the respondent~ indicated a feeling of com-
fortableness with their fiance(e) (98.60%), and reported little conflict 
(62.59%) or jealousy (75.53%). 
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TABLE I 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUBJECTS 
Variable Classification No. % 
Sex Male 139 48.60 
Female 144 51.40 
Age 14 and under 1 .25 
15 - 16 1 .25 
17 - 18 30 7.39 
19 - 20 79 19.46 
21 - 22 92 22.66 
23 - 24 35 29.66 
25 - 26 9 7.63 
27 - 28 6 5.09 
29 and over 8 6.78 
Degree of Very much 42 14.69 
Religiosity Much 90 31.47 
Moderately Religious 137 47.90 
Very little, if a,ny 15 5.24 
Anti-religious 2 .70 
Frequency of No t~mes 69 24.21 
monthly church, Once 43 15.09 
attendance Two or three ti~e' 71 24.91 
Four or more tim•~ 101 35.44 
Length of Less than a month 2 .70 
Engagement 1 to 5 months s 102 35.79 
6 to 11 months 131 45.96 
12 months or more 50 17.54 
Degree of self- Highly satisfied 52 18.25 
satisfaction with Satisfied 189 66.32 
the kind of person Undecided 33 11.58 
he or she is Dissatisfied 11 3.86 
Highly dissatisfi~d 0 0 
Educational Elementary (8th gfade) 0 0 
Level High School . 75 26.32 
Two years of college 103 36.14 
College graduate 81 28.42 
Graduate work 26 9.12 
Degree of Very f:\appy 95 33.33 
Parental Happy 102 35.79 
Happiness Average 53 18.60 
Unhappy 19 6.67 
Very unhappy 16 5.61 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
Variable Classification No. % 
Social Class Upper Class 23 8.07 
Upper Middle 121 42.46 
Lower Middle 105 36.84 
Upper Lower 32 11.23 
Lower Lower 4 1.40 
Degree of Always very comf o~t~bls 191 67.02 
comfortablen~ss Usually comforta'\D:ie · 90 31.58 
felt with th• Uncertain ' 2 .70 
fiance(e) Usually uncomfor,$ble 1 .35 
Always uncomfort.J;ile 1 .35 
Degree of conflict None 47 16.43 
within the couple A little 179 62.59 
Moderate 52 18.18 
A good deal 8 2.80 
Very great 0 0 
Degree of Very happy 105 36.71 
childhood Happy 120 41.96 
happiness Average 49 17.13 
Unhappy 11 3.85 
Very unhappy 1 .35 
Frequency of Very often 10 3.50 
jealousy wit}) Often 41 14.34 
the :fiance(e) Uncertain 19 6.64 
Seldom 100 34.97 
Very seldom 116 40.56 
Perceptions Concerning Determination 
to Make Their Marriage Endure 
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Percentages and frequency counts were used to examine the percep-
tions of engaged couples concerning their degree of determination to 
make their marriage endure. The results concerning each of these per-
ceptions is presented as follows: 
Perceptions Concerning Degree ~Which ~ Individual 
!.! Determined ~ !:!!!!. :!fil!. Marriage Endure 
As Table II illustrates, the largest percentage (50.69%) of the 
engaged individuals stated that they were determined to make their mar-
riage endure even though they experienced ~ unhappiness. The next 
largest percentage (39.86%) stated that they would strive to make their 
marriage endure even though they experienced great unhappiness. The 
determination to make their marriage endure only !f .!!:. brings satisf ac-
~was reported by 4.54 per cent and the undecided response was 
reported by 4.89 per cent. 
Perceptions Concerning Degree ~ Which the Individual 
Rates !:!!!_En.gaged Partner's Determination to Make !:h!, 
Marriage Endure 
As Table III illustrates, the largest percentage (48.25%) ot the 
engaged individuals perceived they were determined to make their mar-
riage endure even though they experienced ~ unhappiness. The next 
largest percentage (42.65%) stated that they felt their partners woUld 
strive to make their marriage endure even though they experienced great 
unhappiness. The smallest proportion of the respondents (J.14%) were 
TABLE II 
PERCEPTIONS CONCERNING DEGREE TO WHICH 
INDIVIDUAL IS DETERMINED TO MAKE 
THE MARRIAGE ENDURE 
Degree of Determination No. 
Endure Even With Great 
Unhappiness 114 
End¥re With Some 
Unh,appiness 145 
Endure Only If It 
Brings Satisfaction 13 
Undecided 14 
TABLE III 
PERCEPTIONS CONCERNING DEGREE. TO WHICH 
INDIVIDUAL RATES ENGAGED PARTNERis 
DETERMINATION TO MAKE THE 
MARRIAGE ENDURE 
Individual Rates Partneris 
Determination No. 
Endure Even With Great 
Unhappiness 122 
Endure With Some 
Unhappiness 1.38 
Endure Only If It 
Brings Some Satisf~ct:i.on 9 
Undecided l.5 
39 
% 
39.86 
50.69 
4.54 
4.89 
42.65 
48.25 
3.14 
5.24 
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detennined to make their marriage endure only if it brings them satis-
faction. The undecided response was reported by 5.24 per cent of the 
respondents. 
Examination of Hypotheses 
Hypothesis !· There is !!2. significant relationship between the 
degree to which the individual rates his determination to ~ !!h!. 
marriage endure !ill!, t~• degree to which .ih.!_ indivt4ual rates the engaged 
partner's determinati~rt to make the marriage en~url. 
When this hypothesis was examined by the chi-square test, it was 
found that a significant relationship existed between the degree to 
which the individual rates his determination to make the marriage en-
dure and the degree to which the individual rates the engaged partner's 
determination to make the marriage endure. 
As Table IV illustrates~ a chi-square value of 152.?S was obtained 
indicating a significant relationship at the .001 levelo Over Sl per 
cent of those respondents who r\Ported that they were determined to make 
their marriage endure even if they experienced great unhappiness, also 
rated their partners as having the same high degree of determination to 
make the marriage endure. In contrast~ S.6 per cent of those respon= 
dents who reported that they were determined to make their marriage 
endure even if they experienced great unhappiness, rated their engaged 
partners as being determined to make the marriage endure only if 
minimal unhapPiness was experienced. 
Only approximately 16 per cent of those individuals who stated 
they were determined to make their marriage endure to the extent of ex-
periencing ~unhappiness, perceived their engaged partners would be 
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determined to make their marriage endure even though they experienced 
great unhappiness. 
In contrastj most of those individuals who reported that they were 
determined to make their marriage endure even with ~unhappiness, 
also rated their partners determination to make the marriage endure 
with minimal unhappiness (76.5%). 
TABLE IV 
CHI-SQUARE VALUE REFLECTING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
INDIVIDUAL 1 S DEGREE OF DETERMINATION TO MAKE 
THE MARB.IAGE ENDURE AND THE DEGREE TO 
WHICH' THE INDIVIDUAL RATES THE 
P.ARTNER 1S DETERMINATION TO 
MAKE THE MARRIAGE ENDURE 
Engaged Partner's Degree of Determination 
Individualvs Degree 
of Determinati~n to 
Make the Marriage 
Endure 
Even With Grf!ia t 
Unhappiness 
With Some 
Unhappiness 
*Only if Marri~gi 
Brings Some 
Satisfaction irid 
Undecided 
to Make the Marr.iage Endure 
Even With 
Great Minimal 
Unhappiness Unhappiness* 
No. % .No. % 
99 81.1 14 8.6 
20 16.4 124 76.5 
3 2.5 24 14.8 
Level 
x2 
of 
Sig. 
152.78 .001 
* Note~ These represent collapsed categories. Minimal unhappiness 
represents the collapsed categories of some unhappiness, 
only if it brings satisfaction, and undecided. 
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Hypothesis II. There is M significant relationship between the 
degree to which ~ individual rates his determination to make the 
marriage endure and each of the following variables. 
A. Sex, 
B. Degree to which the respondent considers himself to be a 
religious person, 
c. Socio-economic status of the respondent, 
D. Degree to which the respondent is satisfied with the kind of 
person he or she is, and 
E. Degree to which the respondent rates the happiness of his 
parents• marriage. 
. .. 
Hypothesis II (!). There is !12 significant relationship between 
the degree to which the individual rates his determination to make the 
marriage endure and ~· 
The chi-square value obtained showed no significant relationship 
between the degree to which the individual rates his determination to 
make the marriage endure and sex. As Table V indicates, a chi-square 
value of 1.07 was obtained. 
HyPothesis II {~). There is £2 significant relationship between 
the degree to which the individual rates his determination to make the 
marriage endure and the degree to which .!:!!!. respondent considers himself 
to be ! religious person. 
The results indicate that there was a significant relationship 
between the individual's determination to make the marriage endure and 
the degree to which the person considers himself to be a religious 
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person. As Table VI indicates, a chi-square value of 19.13 was obtained 
reflecting a significant relationship at the .001 level. 
TABLE V 
CHI-SQUARE VALUE REFLECTING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
THE DEGREE TO WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL RATES HIS 
DETERMINATION TO MAKE THE MARRIAGE 
ENDURE AND SEX 
Individual's Deter-
mination to Make the Male Female 
Marriage Endure 
x2 No. % No. % 
Even With Great 
Unhappiness 55 39.6 59 40.1 
With Some 
Unhappiness 70 50.4 75 51.0 
Only if Marriage 1.07 
Brings Some 
Satisfaction 8 5.8 5 3.4 
Undecided 6 4.3 8 5.4 
Level 
of 
Sig. 
n.s. 
As Table VI illustrates, the majority of the respondents who rated 
their degree of religious orientation as very much (59.5%), reported 
they were determined to make their marriage endure ~ with great 
unhappiness, while only 28.3 per cent of those respondents who reported 
their degree of religious orientation as moderate-little indicated the 
same high degree of determination to make the marriage endure. 
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TABLE VI 
CHI-SQUARE VALUE REFLECTING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE 
DEGREE TO WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL RATES HIS 
DETERMINATION TO MAKE THE MARRIAGE 
Individual's 
Determination 
to Make the 
Marriage 
Endure 
Even With 
Great 
Unhappiness 
-!~Minimal 
Unhappiness 
ENDURE AND DEGREE TO WHICH THE 
RESPONDENT CONSIDERS HIMSELF 
TO BE A RELIGIOUS PERSON 
Degree of Religious Orientation 
Very 
Much Much 
Moderate-
Li t tle* 
No. % No. % No. % 
25 59.5 45 50.0 43 28.3 
17 40.5 45 50.0 109 71.7 
Level 
of 
X2 Sig. 
19.13 .001 
* Note: These represent collapsed categories. Minimal unhappiness 
represents the collapsed categories of some unhappiness, 
only if it brings satisfaction, and undecided. 
The majority of respondents rating their degree of religious 
orientation as moderate-little (71.7%), reported they were determined 
to make their marriage endure if they experienced minimal unhappiness, 
while only 40.5 per cent of those respondents who reported their degree 
of religious orientation as ~ ~ indicated the same degree of de-
termination to make the marriage endure. 
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H.vpothesis II (~). There is !!Q. significant relationship between 
the degree to which the individual rates his determination to make the 
marriage endure and the socio-economic status of the respondent. 
The chi-square value obtained showed no significant relationship 
between the degree to which the individual rates his determination to 
make the marriage endure and the respondent's socio-economic status. 
As Table VII indicates, a chi-square value of .43 was obtained. 
TABLE VII 
CHI-SQUARE VALUE REFLECTING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE 
DEGREE TO WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL RATES HIS DETERMINATION 
TO MAKE THE MARRIAGE ENDURE AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS 
OF INDIVIDUAL 
Individual • s Socio-Economic Status 
Individual's 
Determination Upper & Lower-Middle, 
to Make the Upper- Upper-Middle, 
Marriage Middle-)} Lower-Lower* 
Endure 
x2 No. % No. % 
Even With 
Great 
Unhappiness 60 41.7 54 38.3 
With Some 
Unhappiness 70 48.6 74 52.5 ,43 
*Only if Brings 
Satisfaction & 
Undecided 14 9.7 13 9.2 
* Note: These represent collapsed categories. 
Level 
of 
Sig. 
n.s. 
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Hypothesis II (~). There is !1Q. significant relationship between 
the degree to which ~ individual rates his determination to make the 
marriage endure and the degree to which the respondent is satisfied 
with the kind of person he Qr. she is. 
When this hypothesis was examined by the chi-square test, it was 
found that a significant relationship existed between the degree to 
which the individual rates his determination to make the marriage endure 
and the degree to which the respondent is satisfied with the kind of 
person he or she is. 
As Table VIII illustrates, a chi-square value of 7.69 was obtained 
indicating a significant relationship at the .05 level. Over 52 per 
cent of those respondents who rated themselves as being undecided or 
dissatisfied wi. th the kind of person he or she is, reported that they 
were determined to make their marriage endure even if they experienced 
great unhappiness. In contrast, only 25.0 per cent of those respondents 
who rated themselves as being highly satisfied with the kind of person 
he or she is, reported that they were determined to make their marriage 
endure even if they experienced great unhappiness. 
Approximately 47 per cent of those individuals who rated themselves 
as being undecided or dissatisfied with the kind of person he or she is, 
stated they were determined to make their marriage endure to the extent 
of experiencing minimal unhappiness. In contrast, the majority of those 
individuals who rated themselves as being highly satisfied with the kind 
of person he or she is (75.0%), reported that they were determined to 
make their marriage endure with minimal unhappiness. 
TABLE VIII 
CHI-SQUARE VALUE REFLECTING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
THE DEGREE TO WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL RATES HIS 
DETERMINATION TO MAKE THE MARRIAGE ENDURE 
AND THE DEGREE TO WHICH THE RESPONDENT 
IS SATISFIED WITH THE KIND OF 
PERSON HE OR SHE IS 
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Individual's Satisfaction with the Kind of Person 
He or She is 
Individual's 
Determination 
to Make the 
Marriage 
Endure 
Even With 
Great 
Unhappiness 
*Minimal 
Unhappiness 
-~ 
Highly 
Satisfied 
No. % 
13 25.0 
39 75.0 
Satisfied 
No. % 
77 40.7 
112 59,3 
Undecided & 
Dissatisfied~*-
No. % 
23 52.3 
21 47.7 
Level 
of 
x2 Sig. 
7. 69 . 05 
Note: These represent collapsed categories. Minimal unhappiness 
represents the collapsed categories of some unhappiness, 
only if it brings satisfaction, and undecided. 
!JJ'.129thesj_~ 11 (Jj;_). There is !:!£ significant relationship between 
the degree to which the individual rates his determination to make the 
marriage endure and the degree to which the respondent rates the hap-
piness of his parents' marriage. 
The chi-square value obtained showed no significant relationship 
between the degree to which the individual rates his determination to 
make the marriage endure and the degree to which the respondent rates 
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the happiness of his parents' marriage. As Table IX indicates, a chi-
square value of 2.62 was obtained. 
TABLE IX 
CHI-SQUARE VALUE REFLECTING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE 
DEGREE TO WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL RATES HIS DETERMINATION 
TO MAKE THE MARRIAGE ENDURE AND THE DEGREE TO 
WHICH THE RESPONDENT RATES THE HAPPINESS 
Individual's 
Determination 
to Make the 
OF HIS PARENTS' MARRIAGE 
Individual's Rating of the Happiness of his Pa.rents' 
Marria e 
Unhappy 
Very and Very 
Marriage Happ;y: ~ Average Unhappy'A- Level 
Endure 
Even With 
Great 
No. % 
Unhappiness 3B 40.0 
~<-Minimal 
Unhappiness 57 60.0 
No. % 
35 34.3 
67 65,7 
x2 
of 
No. ~ No. ~ Sig. 
25 47.2 15 42.9 
2.62 n.s. 
2B 52.8 20 57 .1 
.. :(-
Note: These represent collapsed categories. Minimal unhappiness 
represents the collapsed categories of some unhappiness, 
only if it brings satisfaction, and undecided. 
Hypothesis III. There is g£ significant difference in marriage 
prediction scores according to the individual's degree of determination 
to make the marriage endure. 
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The one-way analysis of variance was used to examine this hypothe-
sis. An F score of .51 was obtained indicating that no significant dif-
ference existed in marital prediction scores according to the indivi-
dual 1 s degree of determination to make the marriage endure (Table X). 
TABLE X 
F SCORE REFLECTING DIFFERENCE IN MARRIAGE PREDICTION 
SCALE SCORES ACCORDING TO INDIVIDUAL'S DEGREE OF 
DETERMINATION TO MAKE THE MARRIAGE ENDURE 
Individual's Degree 
of Determination 
to Make the Marriage 
Endure 
No. x F 
With Great 
Unhappiness 114 153.24 
With Some 
Unhappiness 145 152.50 
.51 
Only if it 
Brings 
Satisfaction 13 153.84 
Undecided 14 154.07 
Level 
of 
Sig. 
n. s. 
H;ypothesis IV. There is!:!£ significant difference in marriage 
prediction scores according to the individual's perceptions concerning 
~ fiance(e) 1 s degree of determination tomake the marriage endure. 
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The one-way analysis of variance was used to examine this hypo-
thesis. An F score of 1.25 was obtained indicating that no significant 
difference existed in marital prediction scores according to the indi-
vidual's perceptions concerning the fiance(e) 1 s degree of determination 
to make the marriage endure (Table XI). 
TABLE XI 
F SCORE REFLECTING THE DIFFERENCE IN MARRIAGE PREDICTION 
SCALE SCORES ACCORDING TO INDIVIDUAL'S PERCEPTIONS 
CONCERNING THE FIANCE(E)'S DEGREE OF 
DETERMINATION TO MAKE THE 
MARRIAGE ENDURE 
Individual's Degree 
of Determination 
to Make the Harriage 
Endure 
No. x F 
With Great 
Unhappiness 122 152.97 
With Some 
Unhappiness 138 152.52 
1.25 
Only if it 
Brings 
Satisfaction 9 157.44 
Undecided 15 153.73 
Level 
of 
Sig. 
n.s. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
The general purpose of this study was to determine the degree to 
which engaged individuals are determined to make the marriage endure 
and to relate such d.-termination to variou:S .social and psychological 
factors. The sample was composed of 143 engaged couples who had pub-
lically announced their engagement and future marriage plans. The 
couples were selected from the Social and Womenls Sections of 71 local 
Oklahoma newspapers in the spring of 1974~ The sample members were 
primarily between the ages of 19 and 24, arid we~e predominately middle 
class. 
The questionnaire consisted of three sections which were utilized 
in the study: (a) a background information section; (b) questions 
adapted from the Marriage Prediction Scale, '·developed by Burgess 
(Burgess, Locke, Thomas, 1963), and (c) qu~stions designed to a:scertain: 
(1) the individual's determination to make the marriage endure, and (2) 
the individual's p~rception of his partner's degree of determination to 
make the marriage endure. 
The chi-square test and the one-way ~alysis of variance were used 
to examine each of the hypotheses. The res~lts of this study were as 
follows: 
1. A signific~nt relationship at th~ .001.<l.eveL was.found to 
exist between the degree to which the individual rates his 
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determination to make the marriage endure and the degree to 
which the individual rates the engaged partner's determination 
to make the marriage endure. The majority of those indivi-
duals determined to make their marriage endure even with great 
unhappiness, also rated their partners as being determined to 
endure the marriage with great unhappiness (81.1%). In con-
trast, 8.6 per cent of those respondents who reported that they 
were determined to make their marriage endure even if they ex-
perienced great unhappiness, rated their engaged partners as 
being determined to make the marriage endure only if minimal 
unhappiness was experienced. 
2. There was no significant relationship between the degree to 
which the individual rates his determination to make the mar-
riage endure and sex of the respondent. 
3, A significant relationship at the .001 level was found to 
exist between the degree to which the individual rates his 
determination to make the marriage endure and the degree to 
which the respondent considers himself to be a religious 
person. More than twice as many of the respondents reporting 
themselves to be very much religious (59.5%) as those report-
ing their degree of religious orientation as being moderate-
li ttle (28.3%), indicated they were determined to make their 
marriage endure even though they experienced great unhappiness. 
4. There was no significant relationship between the degree to 
which the individual rates his determination to make the mar-
riage endure and the socio-economic status of the respondent. 
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5. A significant relationship at the .05 level was found to exist 
between the degree to ~hich the individual rates his determin-
ation to make the marriage endure and the degree to which the 
respondent is satisfied with the kind of person he or she is. 
A greater proportion of the respondents reporting they were 
highly satisfied with the kind of person he or she is (75%) 
than those respondents who were undecided or dissatisfied with 
the kind of person he or she is (47.7%), indicated they were 
determined to make the marriage endure if they experienced 
minimal unhappiness. 
6. There was no significant relationship between the degree to 
which the individual rates his determination to make the mar-
riage endure and the degree to which the respondent rates the 
happiness of his parents• marriage. 
7. There was no significant difference in marriage prediction 
scores according to the individual's degree of determination 
to make the marriage endure. 
8. There was no significant difference in marriage prediction 
scores according to the individual's perception concerning the 
fiance(e)'s degree of determination to make the marriage 
endure. 
Discussion 
The finding that a significant relationship existed between the 
degree to which the individual rates his determination to make the mar-
riage endure and the degree to which the individual rates the engaged 
partner's determination to make the marriage endure seems to be related 
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to Adams (1951) suggestion that a very important factor in marriage 
success is the mutual determination of the couple to make the marriage 
succeed. This finding also coincides with other research indicating 
that individuals select marriage partners who have similar personality 
characteristics and values (Moss, Apolonio, and Jensen, 1971; Murstein, 
1971; Sindberg, Roberts, and McClain, 1972). 
The finding that those respondents having a greater degree of de-
termination to make the marriage endure also rated their degree of re-
ligious orientation as very much, coincides with other research (Blood, 
1969; Locke, 1951). Blood (1969) states that religiously active fami-
lies have lower divorce rates than non-religious families. Locke (1951) 
and Zimmerman and Cervantes (1960) agree with this and state that both 
in the first and in the later half of marriage, there was significantly 
less divorce among couples who attended church regularly. Sunday school 
and church attendance before marriage is positively associated with 
marriage success (Landis, 1970). Also, research evidence indicates 
that church attendance is closely related to marital satisfaction for 
both husbands and wives (Stone, 1954; Burchinal, 1957; Chesser, 1957; 
and Blood, 1969). As Blood (1969) suggests, this research finding may 
be partially explained by the fact that the church is an institution 
devoted to the promotion of strong marriages and f amilj_es as well as to 
the promotion of love--particularly the promotion of love in marriage 
and the family. Incorporation of these values, which religion tends to 
promote, probably results in the individual developing a higher degree 
of determination to make the marriage endure. 
No significant relationship was found to exist between the indivi-
dual 1 s degree of determination to make the marriage endure and the 
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socio-economic status of the individual. This finding is in contrast 
to several research studies which indicate a significant positive rela-
tionship between socio-economic status and marriage stability. The 
present results suggest that degree of determination to make the mar-
riage endure is not influenced by socio-economic status. However, it 
should be noted that the majority of the respondents were middle class. 
Although the present study found no significant difference in the 
degree to which the individual rates his determination to make the mar-
riage endure according to sex, many other studies have found signifi-
cant differences in attitudes toward marriage according to sex (White, 
1955; Williamson, 1965; and Walters, Parker, and Stinnett, 1972). Most 
of these studies have shown that males have a significantly more nega-
tive attitude toward marriage. However, the present results suggest 
that males and females go into marriage with the same level of deter-
mination to make the marriage endure. 
The present study found no relationship between the individual's 
determination to make the marriage endure and the happiness of the 
parents' marriage. However, various research studies indicate that the 
one factor which seems to be most strongly related to marriage success 
is the happiness of the parents' marriage (Kirkpatrick, 1963; Hicks and 
Platt, 1970). This finding may be due to the fact that many indivi-
duals whose parent's have experienced an unhappy marriage, may have a 
high degree of determination to make their own marriages more success-
ful. 
The finding that there was no significant relationship between the 
individual's degree of determination to make the marriage endure and 
marriage prediction scores appears to suggest that determination is not 
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as important a factor in marriage success as are other factors such as 
happiness of the parent's marriage and compatibility of the couple. 
However, it is possible that if respondents had been asked to rate 
their determination to make the marriage succeed rather than endure, 
different results might have been obtained. The respondents may have 
felt if great unhappiness is experienced in the marriage, the relation-
ship has failed and there is little point in being determined to make 
such a marriage endure. An important area for future research would be 
to examine the degree of determination to make the marriage endure and 
the actual success of married couples. 
Areas of Possible Future Study 
What is needed at this point are more studies, including a longi-
tudinal study, to determine the relationship between determination to 
make the marriage endure and marital success and the actual marriage 
success for couples who have been married for various lengths of time. 
Because respondents in this study were primarily from middle class 
families, future research on the subject of marriage determination 
should include individuals from various socio-economic levels. 
The concept of determination (to make the marriage endure) as an 
indicator of marital success merits further· study. Many instruments 
deal with marriage satisfaction (Hicks and Platt; 1970). However, 
these are based on the degree to which the couple internalizes various 
conventional practices. The couple's feeling of determination to make 
the marriage endure would seem to be of more importance than merely 
agreeing with established norms of marital life. Future research 
efforts might concentrate on the development of a marriage determination 
instrument which could measure the couple's degree of determination 
to make the marriage endure. 
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Ada Evening News 
Ardmoreite 
Atoka Co. 'f,imtts 
Bartlesvilie Examiner Enterprise 
Beaver Co. Democrat 
Big Pasture.Nelie 
Bixby Bull~t~n 
Black Disp~tCh 
Blackwell Journal Tribune 
Blanchard New!! 
Boise City News 
Cherokee Mess~rtger arj.d Republican 
Claremore Pro~ress 
Cordell Beacon 
Daily and Stlnday:Oklahoman 
Dewey News "Record 
Drumright rlerfick 
Drumright Journal· 
Duke Times 
Duncan Banner 
Duncan Eagle 
Edmond Sun and Booster 
El Reno Amerigan 
Eldorado Courier 
Elk City News 
Enid Morning News 
Fredrick Daily Leader 
Harper Co •. Journal 
Hartshorne Sun 
Hinton Record 
Hominy News-Progress 
Hughes Co. Times . 
Kingfisher Free Press 
Kingfisher Tim.es 
Kiowa County· Democrat 
LaFlore Colinty .·Sun 
Latimer County News-Tri.bune 
Lawton Community Guide 
Lawton Constitution 
Lincoln to. News 
Lindsay News 
Logan Co. News 
McAlester News-Capital 
Msdf ord Patriot Star 
Mi$llli News Record 
Mountain View _, 
Pauls Valley Democrat 
Pawhuska .. Journal tapi tol 
Pa:Wnee -Chief 
Pc:,1hcaCity News 
P~rid.Creek Herald 
Poteau News and Valley 
~rcell Register 
S~pulpa Daily Herald 
S•)rre Sun 
S~~nole Producer 
Se~uoy•h (founty 'rimes 
Shawnee News-Star 
SttllwaterNews Press 
'.fipton Tr:l;bune 
'Nnkawa Niws 
Tui~a Dai~yWorld 
V:;ti::i N'ws · · 
Waionef R~corq-Democrat 
W~g9ner Tribune 
w•tong• R~publican 
Waurik. Ntws Democrat 
We~thetfofdDaily News 
WewokaT!:ites 
Wo~d~ard Co. Journal 
tali N'WB 
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'PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIGNS BY DRAWING A CIRCLE 
AROlm YOUR SELECT I ON 
E....,,tl.: 
~ !IOU ..... tJIBagtd! 
l'r.>Vu 
I).' No 
1. Your sex 
a. Male 
b. Feaale 
2. As a child, did your parents encourage 
you to respect the fee~s of others'! 
a. Often 
b. Moderately 
c. Razely 
3. Do yo11 consider 7ourselt to be a 
religious penion? 
a. Very auch 
b. Much 
c. Moderately religious 
d. Very little, ii" allJ' 
e. Anti-rolig10U8 
4. Do you consider your fianco( e) to be 
a religious person? 
a. Very llUCh 
b. Much. 
c. Moderately religious 
d. Vo'rf little, ii" allJ' 
e. Anti-roligioua 
5. Rate the degree o£ JOUl' own determin-
ation to aake your Mrrl.age endure. 
a. I u going to have IQ' urr1age 
endure even though I experience 
~unhappiness 
b. I u going to haYO IQ' u:rrl.ago 
endure even though I experience 
aoae unhappiness 
c. Iiiii going to haYO IQ' MZrl.ago 
endure only ii" it gifts .. 
satisfaction 
d. I aa undecided 
6. Rate the degree JOU feel roar fianoe(•) 
would be detonined to - the 
aa.rriage endure. 
a. He/she would be deterainod to 
have our ur.rlage endure eftn 
though he/she experiences E!,!! 
unhappineea 
b. He/she would be deteml.ned to haft 
our u:rriage endure nen though 
he/she experiences •-
unhappiness --
c. He/she would be detonined to 
have our urriage endure onlr if 
it g1 ves h1a/her sat1sf11Ction 
d. I aa undecided 
7. What is the pr1asry source of inc- of 
the head of your prssent fu1l.J'I 
a. Inherited saving• & investants 
b. Earned wealth, transferrabl.o 
invest11ents 
c. Profits, royalties, fees 
d. Salar)', cCMl.saiona (rogiilar, 
110nthlJ, or yearly) 
e. Hourly wages, weekly checks 
f. Odd jobs, oeasonal. work 
g. Publ.1c relief or charitJ 
8. What is tho occupation o£ the principal 
earner o£ rour present fu11J'I 
9. What is the big heat educational. 
attaiment of tho principal earner 
o£ your present fuily? 
a. Losa than grade 8 
b. Cooploted grade 8, but did not 
attend beJond gram 9 
C• Attended high ochool, cooploted 
grade 9, but did not graduate 
d. Graduated frCll high school 
•· Attended college ar unheraitJ 
for 2 or aare roora 
:r. Graduated frCll 4-year collogo 
g. Cooploted graduate work for 
prof'ession 
10. Pleaoe rate how cOllf'ortabl.o JOU feol 
with your fiance( o). 
a. I J.!!!!oI! fool very cOllf'ortehl.o 
with h1ii/hor 
b. I uauallJ ful cOllf'ortobl.o with 
h1m/hor 
c. I u. not sure 
d. I uaually fool uncOllf'ortabl.o 
with h1m/hor 
•• I always fool uncOlltortabl.o 
with bia/her 
11. Rate how cOll:fortable you think your 
fianco( e) is with JOU• 
a. He/she ~ fools very coa-
fortabl.o with .. 
b. He/aho usually fools cOllf'ortabl.o 
with .. 
c. I aa not sure 
d. He/she uaually feels uncomfor-
table .,...,h • 
e •• He/she ai-" feels uncomfor-
table with .. 
12. What do you think tho length of ti• 19· What was tho degree oi' happino•s of 
will be between . your engago•nt and 7atr parent.• a uni.age? 
urriage? 
&• Very haPP1 
•• Less than a 110nth b. ffaPP1 
b. l to 5 110nths C• Awrace 
. c. 6 to ll 110nths d. u"'-
d. 12 aonths or aore •• Very unhappJ 
l). How auch conflict 1a there botllftn 20. What is tho ldgheat l•YOl of education Jou will have completed by tho ti• you and your tianco(e)? 
o£JourMrritig9? 
a. lone 
... Slo•nt.r7 (8th gram) b. A little 
c. llodn-ato b. 111gh school 
d. A good doal c. Two :roars o£ collogo d. College graduate 
•· Vo'rf groat o. Graduate wark 
14. llate your decree o£ satiafact1on 
21. Is JOur tiance(e) jealOUIS o£ you? with tho kind o£ person JOU aro. 
a. 111chlr aatisfiod a. Very often 
b. Satiafiod b. Often 
C• Undocidod c. I aa not sure 
d. Dissatiafiod d. Sol-
0 • lli«blr CU.asat1sf1od e. Very aoldm 
15· Do JOU and your fianco( e) both deal.re 22. Are ;rou jealOU9 o£ your fianco(o)? 
to ha..., children during uzrl.age? 
•· Yerr ofter. 
&. Yes b. Often 
c. I aa not sure b. !lo d. Sol-
16. How haPP1 would JOU rate Jour 
•· 'fery nl-
childhood? 2). What is the church all1llation of 
a. Vo'rf hqPJ JOU and your fiance( e)? 
b. Happy &• Only one of 7ou is a cim:rch 
c. Average ... 11or 
d. UnhappJ b. Neither belong• to a church 
•• Ve'rf unhappJ c. Both bolong to S&M ohurch 
d. Belong to different churches 
17. Do you feel that tho strength o£ JOur 
interest in sex, aa compand with 24. What 1s the tr.quancJ o:f your 
that o£ your fiance{o) ia1 11<>nth1z church attendance 
a. Ve'rf auch groator a. Jo thoa 
b. lb:h greater b. Onae. 
o. About tho ouo C• Two er - tt.oa a llOtlth d. lb:h loaa 1ntonae 
o. Vo'rf auch loss intones 
d. rour ar llCIE'e ti.Ms 
18. Aro thoro practictls and opin1one o£ roar 
25. Do JOU th1nt :rou haft pnctioes and 
opinions that your f:l.ance( o) will 
fianco( e) that JOU hope to cbango ofter try to challp after TOU aro MZriod? 
. 1our -=iago? 
a. Thore ~ .!!!& changes 
a. ~~i9: t~~ changes I ho/aho to -
b. Thore aro MllT changes ho/she b. Thero aro ll&Jl1 changes I will w1ll try to-
try to- c. I aaundocidod 
c. I u undocidod d. Thore OZ"! few changes ho/ahe d. There aro few changes I will will try to-
try to - •· There aro no chonges he/she 
e. There are no changes I will 
will try to -· try to -
·..; 26. Pleaoe irrito 1our agoa ;:> 
RATE YoURSELF IN THE FOLLOWING TRAITS BY CIRCLING THE PROPER LETTER. 
ANSlllER SELECTIONS: 
IVMy 06.ten: VOJ, 106.W.: 01, (Urull.c.Ukd: 11, (Seldom: SJ, (Veitg Sddo1u VSI 
Example: "I .tlWtJz •6 11!f 6.UU.ce (el •••• @ 0 1 S llS 
1. I t>y to see thirg• froJI IQ' fiBDOe(e)'s point of Yiew, e .. n 
on occasions when our vievs dlffer • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • VO O ? S VS 
2. I U:r to:!!!!~ IQ' fi11J1Ce(e)'s feelirgs ldlen Ira/aha 
becOllBs angry with ~ ·• • ••••••••• • • •••• •.• •••• ,,.,.,., •·•,,,,,,,,. VO 0 ? S VS 
J. I t>y to .!!!P!!!! to IQ' fialioe(e) that I recognize hia/her· 
feelings ••••••••••• , ••• , ••• , •• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • VO 0 ? S VS 
4. I feel free to be open in ex:F!ss1ng inner feelings ar 
eliotions when with. IQ' flance(e) • ,,,,·,;.,,, ••••••••••• ••••• •••••• VO 0 ? S VS 
5· I fSBl free to express ditterences of opinion with IQ' fiance(e). VO 0 ? S vs 
6. I feel I aa puttirg on an act ar a front ldlen with IQ' fiance(e). VO 0 ?' S VS 
7• I diecW1s .with other friends personal proble11S IQ' fiance(e) 
has revealed to • in conf'ldeme • , ••••••••• , ••••• , •••• , •• , • , • • • YO O ? S VS 
8. I aa honest with IQ' fiance(e) • ••••••••••• •• •• • •• • •• • •• • • • • • • • •• VO 0 s vs 
s vs 9· I trust IQ' fiance(e) ••••••••••••• , ............................. · VO O 
lO. I haY& a ditticult ti• beirg inter8sted in things IQ' 
fiance( e) finds inten.Ung • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • VO O VS 
ll. I Bil cOllllitted to promotirg the velfaze of IQ' fiance(ti) OftD 
~n we are unhapp,y 111 th each other ••••••••••• , ••••••• , • • • • • • • • VO 0 ? S VS 
l2. I question the llOtins behind thirgs IQ' fiance(e) ~ ar does • 
lJ. I respect the wishes of IQ' fiance(e) vii/an ll8king illpartant 
cleclsioria I I I I I I I I I I • • e • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • ·• e • • e e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
14. I u considerate of IQ' fiance( e) 's feelings ................... · .. 
15· I see "faults" in rq fiBDOe(e) ................................. . 
16. I sq or do things which 11q tend to "put down" IQ' fiance(e) ••• 
VOO?SYS 
VOO?SVS 
VOO?SVS 
VOO?SVS 
YOO?SV:S 
17. I feel hostile tovard IQ' fiance(e) ldlen he/sire does not 
act as I feel he/sire should ............................ , • , • • • • • VO O ? S VS 
~ fiance(e) ....... 
RATE YOUR FIANCE!El IN THE FOLLOWING TRAITS 
~ OtOIC£S AS ABOVE 
1. . .. trles to see thinga from J18 point of view, even on 
occasions when our views dU'f'er • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • VO 0 ? S VS 
2. .. • tries to understand IQ' feelings ldlen I bee- angr;r 
rlth hill/her~ •• , ........................ , •• •........... VO 0 ? S vs 
J ••• • lets me know he/aha is ura:re at 91' feelirgs • ••. •• • • • • •• • • • •• VO 0 ? S VS 
4 .... feels free to openly express his/her inner. feelirgs ar 
e•ot1ons when with me•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• VO O s vs 
~ fianr.e(e) ....... 
5· ... feels free to express differences ·or opinion he/slra 
has with me •• •, •• , •• ,. ... ., •• •• .......................... • .. .,. VO 0 S VS 
6 • •• • puts on an act or front when with M •••••••••••••••••• ••.... VO 0 v: 
7• ... t..,lls otlrers personal problus I share rlth hia/her 
in contidence ••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••.••.••••• •. • • • • • • • • • • • • VO 0 ? S VS 
8 • •• • is honest with • •. •. ••• •·•• •••• •. • ••. •• •• •• •. ••, •.••. ••• .•• • VO 0 ? 5 VS 
9• ••.trusts me .. • .... • • • ... ••• •• •• ••• •• ......... , .. ••,........... VO 0 ? S VS 
10 •••• has a difficult tao .beirg interested in things that 
~nterest • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• VO 0 ? S YS 
ll •••• is c-1tted to proaotirg IQ' welfare, own when oe 
a:re ~ Nith each other • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • VO o ? s vs 
l2 .... questions tire •otiws 'bohl.nd vh&t I say or do , .......... , ••• VO 0 ? S vs 
lJ. • •• respects ay wishes vlren llOking illportant decisions • .. • • • • • • • YO O ? S VS 
14. .. • is considerate of rq feelings ................... ; .. , ....... , VO O ? S VS 
15· •. . sees "fa~ts" in ae ••••••• •••..... •• • • • • • • • • • • •• • . • ••• • • • • • • VO O S VS 
16 •••• a~ ar -s thirgs which tend to aake •feel that I 
have been ''put dovn~ ...................................... , : •• , VO 0 s vs 
17 •••• expresses hostility toward• ldlen I do not act as 
he/she thinks I should ... • .................... •., ............ ., YO 0 s vs 
CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE CHOICES A$ YOU J~OGE THEY APPLY TO YOU AND YOUR FIANCE!El 
Choicu: Veitg ""'"" 40 • I 
Cona.i.deJulbty • 2 
SOll"""'4t • • 3 
A Li..ttle • • • 4 
Not&t:..U •. 5 
'!"rait MY Fi ance(e) I Mvse If 
l. Takes responsibility willingl>" l _2 J 4 ~ l 2 J 4 5 
2. llomillatirg .. l 2 J 4 • l 2 J 4 5 
J. A leader in school ar other group 1·2 J 4 • l 2 J 4 5 
4. Able to uke decisions· ;-eadily l 2 3 4 5 l 2 J 4 5 
5· ksil>" influenced }J7 others l ·2 3 .. s l 2 J .. 5 
6. "Gi ..... in" ill _....nts l 2 J 4 5 l 2 3 4 s 
7• Gets a_,, easily l 2 J 4 l 2 J .. 5 
B. Gets over anger quickly l 2 3 4 • l 2 J 4 5 
9• Affectio11&ts l 2 J ... s l 2 J 4 5 
lo. De11amtntin l 2 J 4 l 2 3 4 5 
11. Sociable - aakea Mends easily l 2 3 4 l 2 J 4 5 
l2. Likes belonging to -&nisations l 2 3 4 l 2 J 4 5 i 
lJ. cares vh&t people sq and think l 2 J .. l 2 J .. 5 
14. lies a sense of huaar l 2 3 ·4 • 1 2 J 4 s 
··~ ... i 
;-
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